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Abstract: In operating the Budget function which is manifested in the form of discussions for mutual approval of the draft regional regulation on Local Government Annual Budget (LGAB) submitted by the regional head, the Regency/Municipal House of Representatives (RHoR) institution is often faced with various forms and various problems of regional LGAB like the availability of a relatively short discussion time, the large number of the data and information that must be processed, the complexity of the LGAB data structure and the format of the presentation of the limited LGAB data reporting. Another thing that is quite crucial in the institution of the Regency/Municipal of House of Representatives is that every 5 years a legislative election is held which causes the replacement of most RHoR members, so that knowledge and experience will also be lost, therefore RHoR institutions need to manage the knowledge of their members and implement management knowledge which is a structured and systematic effort in developing and using the knowledge possessed to assist the decision-making process for improving organizational performance. Therefore, it becomes an urgency to design and develop a knowledge management system and a knowledge discovery system (a system that creates knowledge) from the LGAB data contained in the LGAB document. While the methodology used in the design and development of this system is the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), which at the stage of system specification analysis and identification of business process modeling use case diagrams is followed by the design stage of system specifications making entity relationship diagrams and sequence diagrams as well as application coding. And the results of the design of this system have been able to facilitate the process of documenting LGAB data which is then processed into information or knowledge and produces output in the form of visualization of clustering analysis or comparative analysis of the proportion of LGAB allocations based on the LGAB year, city/district, organization code, revenue account code, shopping account code, financing account code, program account code, activity account code, account code and LGAB nominal where this clustering visualization will be valuable information and knowledge for strengthening literacy capacity, transparency and analysis in the process of discussing and determining regional regulations Transparent and accountable LGAB.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Definition of Regency/Municipal House of Representatives (RHoR)

The Regency/Municipal House of Representatives, hereinafter abbreviated as RHoR, is a regional people's representative institution that is domiciled as a part of regional government management [1], whose members are elected through general elections [2], and ratified based on the decision of the Regency/Municipal General Election Commissions to ratify the results. The election of members of the RHoR [3], as well as the membership of the RHoR inaugurated by the governor's decision as the representative of the central government for members of the Regency/Municipal House of Representatives[4]. While the members of it are at least 20 (twenty) people and a maximum of 50 (fifty) people [1]

The length of service for members of the Regency/Municipal House of Representatives is 5 (five) years and ends when the new Regency/Municipal House of Representatives members take an oath [1]. The composition of the Regency/Municipal People's Representative Council consists of members of the political parties participating in the general election who are elected through general elections [1], and the Regency/Municipal House of Representatives is a Regency/City Regional People's Representative institution that is domiciled as an element of the Regency/City regional government administration, as well as members of the Regency/City Regional People's Representative Council. Regency/City is a Regency/City regional official [1].

1.2 Regency/Municipal House of Representatives Function

Based on Law No. 23 of 2014 concerning Regional Government, article 149 and article 150, the Regency/Municipal House of Representatives has functions including the formation of Regional Regulations, budgeting and supervision. With this function, the Representative captures the aspirations of the people. Further explanation regarding the function of forming a Regency/City regional regulation is applied by discussing with the regent/mayor and approving or disapproving the draft Regency/City Regional Regulations, submitting a proposal for a draft Regency/City Regional Regulations and compiling a program for the formation of a Regency/City Regional Regulations with the regent/mayor. In the case of drafting a Regency/City Regional Regulation, the draft Regency/City Regional Regulation may originate from the Regional House of Representative or the regent/mayor, as well as the draft Regency/City Regional Regulation accompanied by an explanation or statement and/or Academic Paper. Manuscript of research results or authorized studies and other research results on a certain problem that can be scientifically justified regarding the regulation of the problem in a Law Draft, Provincial Regulations Draft, Draft District Regional Regulations, as a solution to the problems and legal needs of the community [5]. While the budgeting function is realized in the form of discussions for mutual approval of the draft Regional Regulation on LGAB submitted by the Regional Head, this budgeting function is carried out by discussing the general LGAB policy and priorities and temporary LGAB ceilings prepared by the Regional Head based on the Regional Government work arrangement, discussing the draft Regional Regulation on LGAB, discusses draft regional regulations on changes to LGAB and discusses draft regional regulations on accountability for LGAB implementation [4] and the supervisory function is manifested in the form of supervision on the implementation of Regency/Municipal Regional Regulations and regent/mayor regulations, implementation of the provisions of other laws and regulations related to the implementation of Regency/City Regional Government and implementation of follow-up on the results of the audit of financial statements by the State Audit Board. On the implementation of follow-up on the results of the audit of the financial statements by the Audit Board of the Regency/Municipal RHoR shall be entitled to a report on the results of the financial audit conducted by the State Audit Board. The RHoR shall discuss the report on the results of the audit of the financial statements, and the RHoR may request clarification on the findings of the report on the results of the audit of the financial statements to the Audit Agency [1].
1.3 Formulation Of Local Government Annual Budget (LGAB)

The Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs Number 13 of 2006 regarding Guidelines for Regional Financial Management acknowledged that the Local Government Annual Budget, hereinafter abbreviated as LGAB, is the annual financial arrangement of the regional government which is discussed and approved mutually by the regional government and RHoR, and predetermined by regional regulations. And in the process of its framing, there are guidelines for the preparation of the Regional Revenue and Expenditure LGAB which are synchronized in the Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia each fiscal year which is the main policy as a guide and direction for regional governments in the preparation, discussion and determination of the LGAB. While the documents in the preparation of the LGAB consist of:

a) General policy on LGAB (KUA) and provisional LGAB priorities and ceilings (PPAS);
b) Work plan LGAB for regional work units (RKPD);
c) Draft regional regulations on LGAB;
d) Draft regional head regulations concerning the elaboration of LGAB;

In the preparation of the KUA draft, it contains, 1) regional macroeconomic conditions, 2) assumptions for the preparation of the RREB, 3) Regional Revenue policies, 4) Regional Expenditure policies, 5) Regional Financing policies, 6) achievement strategies. Furthermore, the PPAS design is prepared in stages 1) determining the priority scale of regional development, 2) determining program priorities, activities, and sub-activities, 3) determining program priorities, activities, and sub-activities, 4) compiling performance achievements, targets, and temporary LGAB ceilings for each program, activity, and sub-activity [7].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Knowledge Management As An Organizational Strategic Asset

Knowledge management is a process within the organization, and information technology to acquire, create, reveal, and provide knowledge for the organization to achieve strategic goals [40]. Therefore, knowledge is the most important part to build a competitive resource. [8], [32],[9]. Among the benefits of knowledge management is the improvement of the competence of the government, improving the quality of government services [10], [11], in addition to the success of e-government realization [12]. So the government should utilize the wealth of knowledge he had [41], with attention to key themes of the main organization such as the system of knowledge, the involvement of strategic, social and cultural context [42], [14], as well as the significant factors including the dimensions of process, leadership, culture and technology [15], [16]. So that an organization can learn from the experience of the good and the bad [17], then the knowledge management should be started from strategy planning, orientation and evaluation of [18].

The crucial thing in the organization is when knowledge is not captured, understood, and transferred would not be useless [19]. Learning from this experience of 2014, PT. Dirgantara Indonesia should make a plan of management knowledge to keep the knowledge of its human resources as the presence of senior employees who retired who have the knowledge and valuable experience [20]. While the institution of the Regional House of Representatives which has the function of legislation, oversight and LGAB [1] where legislative elections held once in every 5 years that lead to the turn of the majority of members of Regency/City People's Representative Council, so that knowledge and experience will also be lost [43] therefore, Regional House of Representatives need to manage the knowledge of its members [21].
2.2 The Behavior of the Information Needs of Members of Parliament

The role of information in order to support performance of members of parliament is very important. However, it still needs a better perceptive and information requests of more massive as well as search pattern correct information as the basic job of the decision maker or the members of the parliament [22]. There is an argument that in political life there is a need for information flow into a main power source. And the manners of members of the British parliament is the trigger of information search, with a flood of information everywhere, and then the volume of this information actually makes the difficulty in making the decision public to the demands of the diverse.

On the other side of public accountability demanded of the individual, groups, and associations. On the other hand the members of the parliament are also expected to have knowledge of various problems may appear, while the information needs often cannot be met reactively [23]. There are still a variety of problems and barriers to accessing information in legislative institution of China, the products of law is not codified and compiled with a different system, the minutes of the meeting are not collected and published, which cause difficulties for the legal researcher to trace the history of legislative debate and public hearings [24]. The behavior and skills of searching for information on the center documentation of the parliament is often not critical and pragmatic in using the information that's most easily obtainable, sacrificing quality for the sake of ease of access [25]. Only a few members of house representative are alert about the value of the library services / information. They depend on the source of information on non-documentary. They are not fully contented with the system of collecting information at this time, where they must dedicate time and attention more [26]. That the behavior of the members of parliament in the search for information is to make the request of hearings, to make a speech, and to make decisions [27]. This study discovered that the information needed by parliament members associated with the task of legislative and policy-making. Policy makers have little access to relevant information and can be relied upon when making decisions about policies, programs, and policy implementation [28]. That members of parliament are primarily looking for information to make a request / inquiry parliament, to speak and make decisions. Sources of information the most important are the treatise of the meeting, the mass media, personal letters, and information networks [29]. Those members of parliament enhance their knowledge and their participation in parliamentary activities based on real facts from the database information [30].

2.3 Knowledge Management System

Knowledge management system refers to the information system to manage organizational knowledge. This system is the application of information technology to support and improve the process of organizational knowledge in the aspect of creation, storage, acquisition and delivery [31]. Knowledge management systems are equipment proposed to support knowledge management with the characteristics that support the communication among users, coordinate user activity, collaboration among users in the creation, modification and dissemination of a product. These systems rely on information technology which can facilitate the exchange of information in the organization with emphasis on the identification of sources of knowledge, the analysis of knowledge and manage the flow of knowledge in an organization and intellectual assets [32].

Knowledge management system involves the mechanism and technology to collect, store, retrieve, transform and distribute knowledge. And in public sector organizations, knowledge management system used to develop and maintain the ability to identify the relevant information required to accomplish the mission of the organization, as well as strengthen the collaboration within the organization and storing, managing valuable knowledge that can be used in the near future or the future [10]. Knowledge management system is the system or the platform of information and communication technology which combines and integrates the functions to contextualize both aspects of knowledge tacit and explicit in the organization. And knowledge management system integrates with instruments of knowledge management such as knowledge workers, business processes in the overall cycle of recycling knowledge, while the final goal of knowledge management systems is to support the
Knowledge Management system is a system which is generally based on information technology used to perform the management of knowledge at each stage, both the time of acquisition, storage, retrieval, utilization and completion of [41]. Knowledge management system is the integration of technology and mechanisms that support the development of the 4 process of knowledge management which consists of the application of the system of knowledge that facilitates the utilization of knowledge to other individuals without going through the process of acquiring and learning, knowledge sharing system is the system that facilitate the organization and distribution of explicit knowledge and tacit among individuals, the systems capture the knowledge that maintains and formalizing knowledge and supports the process of taking the second aspect of knowledge tacit and explicit within the individual, artifacts, or organizational entity, and the system of knowledge discovery is the system to creates new knowledge either in the form of explicit knowledge and tacit from data and information or from the synthesis of prior knowledge [40]. Web 2.0 and big data is a tool that can be used to develop a knowledge management system based on facilitation, participation and collaboration of people to improve, finding, collecting, managing and applying their knowledge to make the process and implementation of a knowledge management system with more fast and more simple.

Taking overview from the analysis of the literature fissure, it was found that the variation of the knowledge management system expands in large companies and small and medium enterprises. And from the evidence analysis library, there are still shortcomings than the reviews on the variation of the system of knowledge management in large companies and small and medium enterprises [35]. The success of the progress of a knowledge management system done for NOMAD depending on the availability of data, information technology infrastructure, well-built support from management and the readiness of the people who have knowledge to share their experiences [36]. The design of a knowledge management system by adopting the method of Joint Application Design (JAD), allows to get the needs that are aligned with the expectations of the users and satisfaction level of users in the development of the prototype and the need to achieve 84% of a maximum score of [37]. The best way to manage the knowledge of the public sector is to follow the process of knowledge management using information technology. Without management knowledge as well, then the organization can't figure out how that knowledge will be inflicted, coded, stored, shared and used in a public sector organization[38]. Cultural factors and leadership is the determining factor of knowledge management system, it is emphasized on the standard of the main principle that knowledge comes from people [39].

III. METHODOLOGY

In the designing and development of systems and knowledge discovery, the methodology used is the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Waterwall, which is the process of determining how an information system can sustain business needs, designing and development of the system and present the result to the user [44].

SDLC is a model that typically includes 5 steps as the followings planning system, system analysis, system design, system implementation and support, and the security of the system [45]. Figure 1 below shows the scheme of the SDLC.
Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is the overall process that consists of all the activities required to build, launch and take care of an information system [46]. In addition, SDLC is a phase approach to analyze and design which keep the system in the best condition through the use of the cycle of the specifics activity analysis and its users [47]. In implementing SDLC above, the stages of the methodology of the research was made as shown in figure 2 below:
3.1. FGD (Focus Group Discussion) Classification, Codification And Nomenclature of Development Planning And Local Finance

FGD aims to obtain input on the direction and foundation of the policy, and the purpose of the use and application of the Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia No. 90 Years 2019
on the Classification, Codification, classification and Nomenclature of Development Planning and Local Finance arranged systematically covers:

a. Affairs, the Field of Affairs, Program, Activities and Sub-Activities;
b. Function;
c. Organization;
d. Source of funding;
e. Territorial Administration of the Government; and
f. Account.

The results or output that is expected from the activities of this FGD is to compile and map the anatomy of the LGAB, as well as their relationships with the documents KUA which contains policies on income, expenditure, and Financing as well as the underlying assumption for the period of 1 (one) year and Priorities and the Provisional LGAB Ceiling, which is a program priorities and the maximum limit of the LGAB assigned to the area official for each program and activity as a reference in the preparation of the work plan and the LGAB of the regional work units [48].

3.2. FGD (Focus Group Discussion): Directions and Principal Policies and Techniques of LGAB Accountability Analysis

This FGD activity aims to obtain input in the form of the principal policy as guidance and direction for local government in the preparation, discussion and determination of the LGAB, as well as the harmonization and synchronization of direction and the principal policy of the central government with the vision and mission of local government [49]. As well as the analysis techniques accountability LGAB based on Income Area that includes the local revenue (PAD), transfer income, other local revenue legitimate. Shopping Area that includes are operating expenditure, capital expenditures, unexpected, shopping transfer. Regional financing includes financing revenue and expenditure financing [50]. Realized with 5 Macro Indicators of Development (economic growth, human development index, gini ratio, unemployment rate, poverty level) where the technique of the analysis of accountability this LGAB would be needed by members of the people representative regional members of County / City in monitoring the LGAB to ensure that all public policy-related LGAB cycle implemented in agreement with relevant laws and policy and oriented on priorities of the public [51], [52], [53].

3.3. FGD (Focus Group Discussion) Software Requirements Specification Requirement Engineering, Functional Requirement, Non Functional Requirement Identification

FGD activities were carried out with various sources as the followings sources from the Regional House of Representative, resource persons for LGAB analysis consultants, and resource persons from academics who have expertise in the field of policy research, to obtain input on the system requirements needed by them, so that a system design is obtained that is in accordance with the needs of users as well as functional and non-functional requirements. Furthermore, the results of this FGD will provide input for making Use Case Diagram Modeling. Use Case Diagram is to state the visualization of interactions that occur between the user and the system. Use Case Diagrams can also be used to describe and explain the context of a system so that the scheme boundaries are clearly visible [67].

3.4. Design System Specification, Sequence Diagram and Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)

Sequence diagrams describe interactions between objects inside and around the system, including users, system interface, data storage media and others. Sequence diagrams show a set of messages that are depicted in the order of time. Sequence diagram consists of the vertical dimension (time) and horizontal dimension (related objects). The main point of this illustration is to define events series that can produce the desired output [54].
Data storage Media exist in the sequence diagram will be described more clearly on the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD). ERD will be described entities, attributes and relationships between attributes which will be put into the metadata for the system to be created. Modeling ER is urbanized for the database designed by Peter Chen available in a paper in 1976 [66].

3.5. Development of Information Systems

The implementation of the system information on the system is done by doing the following stages:

1. Algorithm Implementation

Implementation of the algorithm of Knowledge Management System[40][65] is using the Knowledge Discovery System method [68] [40][62]. This method involves the user in the development of the system. The user is also actively participate in the development of the system [61]. The user will assume that the system is built to have good quality [63].

2. Coding Program

In this system the implementation of an information system using web based programming with native PHP programming language.

3. The Visualization Output

The results of the application of this system produces the visualization output analysis in the form of tables and graphs.

4. Digitalization

The process of digitizing the data in the form of regulation is written in the printed media then performed data entry, classification and codification according to the rules of Regulation of the Minister of home Affairs No. 90 2019 on the Classification, Codification and Nomenclature Development Planning and Financial Areas[57].

5. Verification

Tahapverifikasidilakukansetelah proses digitalisasiniidilakukan. Hal ini agar tidakterjadinya kesalahan pada data, klasifikasidankodefikasinya. The stage of verification is done after the process of digitizing is done. This is to avoid the occurrence of errors in data entry, classification and codification.

6. LGAB Data validation

This stage is to make sure the calculations on the report of the LGAB have been correctly presented in the application.

3.6. Information Systems Testing

This process is a test implementation of the system and apps after going through the stage of developing. At this stage, the process is carried out entry test to produce output according to the report of the LGAB. Application testing of this information system using the blackboxtesting[64]. At this stage, if there is a mistake or a failure then it will do the correction to flow Sequence Diagrams and Entity Relation Diagrams. If this stage is declared invalid, then the design of this system began to be documented.

3.7. System Documentation System

The stage of system documentation is done after the design of the system has passed the stage of the test using both experimental data or real data. At this stage, the documentation on the specifications of the application that is used in software, hardware, the flow system. This stage also document the development of this system later, as well as how to perform a system that has been on the road later.
3.8. User Documentation

At this stage, the documentation is made for the users of the information system. Documentation made at this stage is user manual in the form of an e-book, a video tutorial as well as the way in installation.

IV. DISCUSSION

In realizing the performance of clean and free from deviation state based on Law No. 28 of the 1999 [59] as well as in realizing the financial governance that is transparent and accountability accordance with the legislation of the Minister of Finance No. 17 Year 2003[55] then drafted a Regulation of the Minister of home Affairs number 13 2006 on guidelines for the financial management area [56] where LGAB are set in based on the necessities of governance and the ability of local revenue. The arrangement of the LGAB is based on RKPD (Local Government Work Plan).

Then in 2019, the Indonesian government has made changes to the regulation of the minister of home affairs with the publishment of Minister of home Affairs Regulation No. 90 in 2019 about the Classification, Codification and Nomenclature Development Planning and Financial Areas [57] guidelines for local government in providing and presenting information in a tiered and self specialized classification / clustering, coding, and list of naming towards a single codebase to be used in the preparation of the planning, budgeting, implementation and accountability as well as the reporting of financial performance.

In the preparation of the Regulation of the Minister of Internal Affairs No. 90 of 2019 showed changes in the composition and structure of the code as follows:

1. Organization

Based on Government Regulation No. 18 of 2016 about the regional official [58] and legislation related to the other set of group in the organization then group on the organization made up to 3 groups. As for the organization was made to be 2 digits in each group column. As for the explanation as follows:

(1) The first digit with the number 1, indicates the code of compulsory government affairs which is not associated to basic services.
(2) The first digit with the number 2, indicates the code of mandatory government affairs that are not related to basic services.
(3) The first digit with the number 3, indicates the code of government affairs of choice.
(4) The second digit is ordered from number 1 to number 32 according to the order of regional government affairs.

2. Account

The preparation of the classification, codification, classification and nomenclature of the Account used in the stages of LGAB, implementation and accountability of regional financial resulting from the financial statements of the primer based on the source of the information/transactions of the compilers of financial statements like Balance sheet, LRA and LO. In the system KMS-DPRD is on the object account, prepared digit code in 13 digits.

3. Programs and Activities

In running the affairs of government, sub the affairs of government, and authority between the composition of government to be run in accordance with the authority such affairs need to be translated into the form of concrete
in construction activity in the form of the nomenclature of the programs and activities of the area. According to Minister of home Affairs Regulation No. 90 of 2019[57] on the Classification, Codification and Nomenclature of Development Planning and Local Finance then made the object of programs and activities (protan) in 10 digits.

4.1. Anatomy of LGAB

Anatomy is structured to describe the structure of the LGAB that will be created by a system. Image of the anatomical structure of the LGAB is shown in figure 3 below:

![Figure 3. The Anatomical Structure of The LGAB](image)

In the preparation of this anatomy, the object which is devoted is the Regional Revenue, Expenditure and Financing of the Region. It is needs to be supervised so the realization of financial governance is transparent and accountability based on the legislation of the Minister of Finance No. 17 Year 2003[55].

4.2. Use Case Diagram

From the results of the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) with a variety of speakers, i.e., members of Regional House of Representative, a Consultant to the local LGAB, activists, Non-Government Organization (NGO) advocacy of the LGAB of the region, it is produced and it is concluded that a system with the use case diagram [54] in the form of Information System flow Analysis, LGAB. In the use case diagram involves the role of the actor and the use case as follows:

1. Actor
The Actor is a person/the office/department that plays a role in interacting with the use case. Actor in a use case diagram is a consultant, member of Regional House of Representative, the operator and the verifier.

2. Use case

The use case is abstraction at the center of interaction between the actors and the system. LGAB data input is a master data input, element, organization, rekening, program and activity, based on LGAB analysis, LGAB documentary data input, regional regulation and LGAB data verification LGAB data verification input. Image of LGAB regulation analysis information system diagram image is shown below:

![Use Case Diagram](image-url)

Figure 4. Use Case Diagram

4.3. Sequence Diagram

Based on the ERD and the use case diagram, the system with a sequence diagram is made as follows:

a. Input data master

Input the master data in this sequence is the beginning of the system KMS-DPRD. This process is performed by the actor operator with inputs data include data organization, protan, and account. The process of entry master data is as a supporting of data entry of LGAB later. Display sequence diagram Input Master Data shown in figure 5 below:

![Sequence Diagram](image-url)

Figure 5. Master Data Input Sequence Diagram
b. LGAB Data Input

The process sequence diagrams [54] on the Input Data this LGAB using the actor operator where once the verification process is then carried out of the process input LGAB. Input process the LGAB is based on the object types like document, organization, protan, accounts and LGAB. Image sequence diagram Input Data LGAB is shown in figure 6 below:

![Figure 6. The LGAB data Input sequence](image)

Figure 6. The LGAB data Input sequence

c. Verify LGAB input Data

The verification process of input LGAB data is done so that the data results of the entry of LGAB by the operator be correct and valid data. Actor verifier ensures the correctness of the data input the LGAB is based on the object type such as the document, organization, protan and accounts. In figure 7 is shown the display sequence diagrams Verify the Input Data LGAB

![Figure 7. Sequence Diagram Verification of the LGAB input data](image)

Figure 7. Sequence Diagram Verification of the LGAB input data
d. The report of the Local Regulations and the Regulations of the Mayor

Sequence diagram on report of the regulation and help it involves the actors of the community and members of Regional House of Representative. The second actor is the user monitor data regulation and help on the system. This report is supported by the object of the organization, protan, accounts and LGAB. Image of sequence diagrams Report of the Local Regulations and the Regulations of the Mayor is shown in figure 8 below:

![Sequence Diagram Reports the Local Regulations and the Regulations of the Mayor](image)

Figure 8. Sequence Diagram Reports the Local Regulations and the Regulations of the Mayor

e. LGAB Analysis Report

Report on this analysis of the LGAB, actor used are a consultant and member of Regional House of Representative. The actors start to do the first login and then open the menu LGAB analysis report where the process is based on the object of the organization, protan, accounts and LGAB. A sequence diagram is described a process of the beginning of the user (a consultant and member of the Regional House of Representative) perform the process of data analysis the LGAB. This process includes the object the Login Form, User Access Privileges, Report Page, the LGAB Query Analysis, organization, protan, accounts and LGAB. Image sequence of LGAB diagrams Analysis Report is shown in figure 9 below:

![Sequence of LGAB Diagram Analysis Report](image)

Figure 9. Sequence of LGAB Diagram Analysis Report
4.4. Entity Relation Diagram

Based on the analysis above, the Entity Relation Diagram is created (ERD)[66] [60] as follows: In designing Knowledge Management System application of Regional House of Representative is required tables in the master as follows: kdl_cover, kdl_jenisdok, kdl_protan, kdl_fungsi, kdl_rekening, kdl_daerah, kdl_unsur and kdl_organisasi as well as a table of transactions that kdl_apbd. Tables master these relate to each other to form the data in the table kdl_apbd. The results from the relationships between the tables is shown in figure 10 below:

![Figure 10. Entity Relation Diagram](image)

The followings is a list of functions each table used:

1. **kdl_cover**

   Table kdl_cover used as data storage the title and theme of the document respectively the LBAG of each area. The presence of the table kdl_cover allow a user to browse the LGAB data documents are in the database in accordance with the theme and endorsement.

2. **kdl_jenisdok**

   kdl_jenisdok table is used as a data storage type of document on a LGAB. Search data document the LGAB based on the type of the document will be related to the table kdl_jenis this doc. Table kdl_jenisdok contains the field kodedok, namadok and description, example namadok RKA-SKPD with a description of the Work Plan and LGAB-Work Unit.

3. **kdl_fungsi**

   As predetermined in article 3 of Regulation No. 90 of 2019 on the Classification and Codification and Nomenclature Development Planning and Financial Area then the table kdl_jenisdok used as a table of Classification, Codification, and Nomenclature then the table kdl_fungsi prepared in order to align and integrate the affairs of local government and other elements with state spending is classified according to Function based on the necessities of the legislation. The contents of the table kdl_fungsi is function code, function name, sort and status.

4. **kdl_daerah**

   Table kdl_daerah is used as the table data storage area LGAB documents in the database. Data table kdl_daerah facilitate the search for the document of LGAB based on the area in question. The name of the area in the table kdl_daerah includes the cities and districts in Indonesia.
5. kdl_rekening

Table kdl_rekening is used as the table data storage LGAB accounts. Fill in the table kdl_rekening include the assets, liabilities, equity, income/revenue-LRA, shopping, financing, income-LO, and load. Table kdl_rekening is structured based on the code of each region and each fiscal Year.

6. kdl_organisasi

Table kdl_organisasi is used as a table of data storage organization, as predetermined in government regulation no. 18 of 2016 about the area and group in the organization of a maximum of 3 group [58]. Data tbl_organisasi are grouped based on government affairs, supporting elements, supporting elements, elements of trustees, the elements of territoriality, elements of public administration and element specificity.

7. kdl_unsur

Table kdl_unsur is supporting table of the table kdl_organisasi as the master data of a group of
the organization of the supporting elements, elements of trustees, the elements of territoriality, elements of the organization of the supporting elements, elements of trustees, the elements of territoriality, elements of public administration and element specificity.

8. kdl_protan

Table kdl_protan a table of data storage programs and activities (protan) as set out in article 3 of Regulation No. 90 Years 2019 On the Classification and Codification and Nomenclature Development Planning and Financial Areas[57]. Table kdl_protan is functioned to display the data on the activities of the programs and
activities of each region in each Year of the LGAB associated with the use of the LGAB in every area. the data table kdl_protan this will facilitate local government in conducting the benchmark of performance measurement in the achievement of the goals and objectives of the public service.

9. kdl_APBD

Table kdl_APBD is the table key in the planning of the application of Knowledge Management System of Regency/City Regional House of Representatives. Table kdl_APBD this connected with the table kdl_cover, kdl_jenisidok, kdl_rekening, kdl_daerah, kdl_protan and kdl_organisasi. Table kdl_APBD this keeps the data of the regional LGAB every district in every year estimates. Table kdl_APBD this also cover the data value of the nominal regional LGAB, every district, every program activities and organizations on every account. Analysis on on the planning application is based on the data in table kdl_APBD this. Table kdl_APBD this contains field-Year Estimates (TA), iddata, kodedaerah, kodedok, koderek, kodeorg, kodeprog, nominal, thing, tglinput, kodeopr and kodeverifikator.

4.5. LGAB Knowledge Discovery System Development

In building a Knowledge Discovery System, the stage-the stage of completion is made as the following:

4.5.1. Algorithm Implementation

At this stage, for the LGAB Knowledge Discovery System, a query system is made derived from the computational results of the coding and classification in the organizational table, program activities, accounts, LGAB nominal. The following is an example of a query system that is structured as shown in the formula below:

From the results of the implementation of the Knowledge Discovery System LGAB Algorithm, knowledge visualization is produced:
4.5.2. Knowledge Discovery System Development Interface

At this stage, a website-based application is created with the following menus:

1. Programs and Activities

In accordance with article 5 of the Minister of Home Affairs No. 90 of 2019 relating to the Codification Classification and Nomenclature of Development Planning and Regional Finance [57] that in the preparation of balance sheets, LGAB realization reports, and operational reports for the 2021 fiscal year, the Regional Government shall map out programs and activities according to the classification, codification, and Nomenclature in accordance with the Attachment which is an integral part of this Ministerial Regulation. The following is the Program and Activity interface in accordance with the mandate of Article 5 of Permendagri No 90 of 2019 [57] which is shown in Figure 11 below:

![Figure 11. Program and Activity Menu](image)

2. Function

In supporting the LGAB analysis report and in accordance with article 3 point 1b of the Minister of Home Affairs Regulation No. 90 of 2019 in connection with the Classification of the Codification and Nomenclature of Development Planning and Regional Finance [57], the following function interfaces are shown in Figure 12 below:

![Figure 12. Function Menu](image)
3. Organization

Organization is a regional apparatus which is an support element of regional heads and regional people's representatives in the administration of government affairs which are under regional authority. Based on the composition of regional apparatus accordance to the provisions of the legislation, Classification, Codification, and Organizational Nomenclature as referred to in paragraph (1) letter c of Minister of Home Affairs Regulation No. 90 of 2019 concerning Codification Classification and Nomenclature of Regional Development Planning and Finance [57]. The following is the organizational interface shown in Figure 13 below:

![Figure 13. Organization Menu](image)

4. Account

Classification, Codification, and Account Nomenclature in regional financial management are tools in the process of LGAB planning, implementation of administration and accounting as well as regional financial reporting consisting of accounts, groups, types, objects, details of objects, and sub-details of objects. Classification, Codification, and Account Nomenclature include assets, liabilities, equity, income-LRA (LGAB Realization Report), expenditure, financing, income-LO (Operational Report), and expenses. The preparation of Classification, Codification, and Account Nomenclature used in the stages of budgeting phase, implementation and regional financial accountability resulting from primary financial reports is reviewed based on sources of information/transactions preparing financial statements, namely the Balance Sheet, LRA and LO. The following Account interface is shown in Figure 14 below:

![Figure 14. Account Menu](image)
5. Cover

In preparing LGAB documents, a cover interface is prepared to facilitate the process of searching for LGAB documents. Data connection with the LGAB table on the document number speeds up the process of searching for LGAB documents. The following interface cover is shown in Figure 15 below:

![Figure 15. Menu Cover](image)

6. Document Type

The function of Document Type is as a search catalog for LGAB documents. This makes it easier for users to get LGAB data in the database. The following is a document type interface display as shown in Figure 16 below:

![Figure 16. Document Type Menu](image)

7. Regional Menu

The regional menu is a master menu that is referred by other menus in order to distinguish the data in each region. The data entered is the code of the area, city/district and province. Figure 17 shows the Regional menu display
8. Elements

The Elements Menu is a data entry menu for business elements needed by the organization. The menu display of this element is shown in Figure 18 below:

Figure 18. Elements Menu

9. LGAB

The LGAB document is the main document in the Regional House of Representative Knowledge Management System application. This LGAB document data includes relations with master document types, activity programs, covers, elements, organizations, regions and accounts. All of these master data masters are related to the LGAB interface as shown in Figure 19 below:
4.5.3. Knowledge Visualization

In this second stage, the Knowledge Discovery System displays the results of knowledge discovery which are shown in the graph below:

1. Madiun City Regional Income Graph and Its Growth

The regional income of Madiun City in 2022 in the KUA PPAS is projected to be more pessimistic than the realization in 2020, when compared to the 2021 revenue target, which is relatively stagnant, where based on the draft KUA PPAS 2022, regional income is projected to be Rp. 1,004,999,753,910, an increase of Rp. 1,177 M compared to the 2021 target, and decreased by Rp. 54.6 M compared to the realization in 2020. So, regional income in 2022 is projected to grow positively 0.1% compared to the year 2021, meaning that the regional government in 2022 projects that regional financial conditions have not returned to normal as before (as before the COVID-19 pandemic) where the realization of revenue in 2019 was Rp. 1,059 M more. The following is the trend of the regional income graph shown in Figure 20 below:

2. Graph of PAD and its Growth

For 2022 PAD, it is projected that growth will start to normal, in 2022 it will grow 8.6% from 2021, but nominally lower than its real potential (Projected PAD in 2022 will decrease by Rp. 2.3 billion compared to 2020 realization). The following figure 21 shows the trend of the graph:
3. Graph of Regional Expenditures and Its Growth

Regional expenditures for 2022 in the KUA PPAS draft are allocated Rp. 1,129,999,753,910, consisting of Operational Expenditures, Capital Expenditures, unexpected expenditures and transfer expenditures. If the expenditure in 2022 is compared to the previous year’s planning (in 2021) it decreases by Rp. 10.8M, grew minus 0.9% but when compared to the realization in 2020 it increased by Rp.115.3 B as shown in the following graph 22:

4. Trends of Proportion of Capital Expenditure in Madiun

Capital Expenditures as a component of LGAB Productive expenditures and their proportion to regional expenditures in 2022 are allocated RP. 165.4 billion Worth 14.6% of regional spending. The following is the trend of the proportion of capital expenditure in Madiun from year to year as shown in Figure 23 below:
5. Graph of Regional Expenditure Trends and Employee Expenditure

In the data for the allocation of personnel expenditures in 2022, the value of personnel expenditure allocations has increased compared to 2021 and the realization of 2020. The following is a graphic image of the trend of regional expenditures and personnel expenditures as shown in Figure 24 below:

CONCLUSION

Based on problem formulation, analysis of system requirements, design and implementation of algorithms and system testing, this Knowledge Discovery System has been proven to be able to create/find and visualize knowledge consisting of Regional Income and its growth, PAD and its growth, Regional expenditure and its growth, Trends in the Proportion of Capital Expenditures, regional spending trends and personnel spending. So, the visualization of this knowledge will greatly assist in optimizing the budgeting oversight function of the Regency/Municipal House of Representatives.

Furthermore, the follow-up plan for the development of the Legislative Knowledge Management System and future research is the Knowledge Capture System.
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